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MUSKIE GEAR and LINKS  

 
Bait Casting Reels: Reels with high gear ratio like 7:1 or higher will pick up line faster and consequently 
allow baits to be retrieved faster.  There’s a trade-off with high speed reels though as they don’t provide 
the cracking power to retrieve hard pulling baits like large blade bucktails.  They can be used but the 
average angler will most likely tire quickly.  A lower gear ratio of 5:1 is a power reel allowing an angler to 
retrieve bigger bladed baits/cranks with less effort.  While power reels provide cranking power they 
don’t have the line pick-up or speed/retrieve rate of higher ratio reels.  A medium range gear ratio of 6:2 
to 6:3 is a good all-around reel providing the most angler versatility.   

 Beginner – Shimano Cardiff 400 , Abu Garcia C3 or C4 

 Mid – Daiwa Lexa 300-400 series, Okuma Komodo SS 300 and 400 series, Shimano Curado 300E  

 Upgrade  – Shimano Tranx 300 – 400 series, Shimano Calcutta 400B and 400D series, Abu Garcia 
Revo S Toro 50 or 60s, Abu Garcia Revo Beast 50 and 60 series 

Spinning Reels: Recommend using a spinning reel in the 4000-6000 class.  The drawbacks regarding 
spinning reels are as follows:  1) Difficult to do figure 8s 2) Setting the hook on a "locked" drag puts 
tremendous stress on the bail and roller bearing and 3) most spinning reels do not cast heavy lures over 
5 ounces well. 

 Rods: NOT all rods are created equal 

 Beginner 7-8’ MH  Shimano Convergence musky  ¾-3 Oz  

 Mid-level – St Croix mojo muskie comes in MH/XH   

 Upgrade – Shimano Compre  Muskie, Chaos tackle , Muskie Innovations Bulldawg Series, Tackle 
Industries 

 Best all-around action rod is a “Heavy” 1-6 Oz lure weight 

Trolling Reels: 

 Beginner – Cabela’s Depth Master, Okuma Magda  

 Mid – Okuma Convector  

 Good – Okuma Coldwater, Daiwa Sea line  

 Upgrade – Shimano Tekota  

Trolling Rods: 

 Shimano TDR 8’ H  

 Fenwick predator 8’6 H 

Line: Braid 65-100# 

 Power pro 

 Suffix 

 Cortland  

NOTE:  When using braided line ensure you use a monofilament backing.  Monofilament backing means 
first using monofilament to fill the reel spool up 1/3 - 1/2 full. It’s recommended to use monofilament 
backing of equal diameter as the braided line you’re going to use.  The monofilament and braid are tied 
together using a uni-to-uni knot.   After securing the 2 lines together, fill the rest of reel spool with 
braid.  Using monofilament backing is important to ensure the reel’s drag works properly.  Braid is 
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smooth and slick if spooled directly on the reel, will slip on the spool and the drag won’t properly 
engage.  An additional benefit is cost saving on amount of braided line required to fill reel.   

Leaders: 

 80-100 # fluorocarbon with stay-loc or duo-loc snaps 

 Leaders rated for Muskie and Pike 

Planer boards: 

 Church TX44 Big baits 

 Offshore baits 6” and smaller 

Fly Fishing Gear: 

Rods: 

 8, 9 and 10 wt Fly Rods.  (8wt in minimum size recommended for casting larger flies and fighting 
large fish). 

 Medium-fast action rods are best (super fast action rods sold as “big game” or “streamer rods” will 
wear the angler out on a long day of casting). 

 8’ to 11’ in length with 9’ being standard. 

Reels: 

 Sized to match/balance rod. 

 Suitable drag system recommended. 

 Some backing on reel. (It is always good to have at least 50 yards of backing on a fly reel.  That being 
said, we are fishing heavy leaders and you should pull hard on fish and land them quick.  If you ever 
see backing coming off the reel, you are not pulling near hard enough. “Put the wood to em”). 

Fly Lines: 

 The most important piece of gear! (Other then proper releasing tools). The line is what presents the 
fly where the fish will strike it. 

 Good = lines called “pike” of “pike/musky”.  (these are pretty basic tapers but a good start). 

 Better =  A line that is specifically designed to cast and present large flies at different parts of the 
water column.  Most sinking lines give up taper for a thin profile to help lines sink which is not great 
for casting large flies.  Lines like Scientific Anglers Sonar Titan taper sinking fly lines are designed 
with a taper to turn over large flies but then use appropriate amounts of tungsten to achieve 
desired depth.  Sink rates examples: Hover = 1 inches per second (ips).  Intermediate Sink = 2 ips.  
Sink2 = 2.75 ips. Sink3 = 3.5 ips.  Sink4 = 4.5 ips.  Sink5 = 6 ips.  SinK7 = 8 ips.  A great sinking line will 
incorporate up to 3 of these densities to insure the most direct connection to you fly/presentation.  
If I had to pick one line to fish for Pike and Musky, everywhere, it would be Scientific Anglers, Sonar 
Titan Taper Hover/Sink2/Sink4. (H/2/4) 

 Best = Multiple lines to cover everything from the surface to 12’+ deep.  Surface = SA Titan Taper 
Floating Fly Line.  1-2’ deep = SA Sonar Titan Clear Tip.  2-5’ deep = Sonar Titan H/2/4.  3-7’ deep = 
Sonar Titan I/3/5.  7-12’ = Sonar Titan 3/5/7 (aka, The 357 Magnum, aka, The Dirty Harry). 
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Leaders: 

 30”-7.5’ Overall length, including 20-40lb breaking, and bite guard of wire, knot-able wire or 60-100 
lb Fluorocarbon, size 3 Stay Loc snaps (perfect size for fly fishing). 

 Premade and commercially available leaders include:   
o Scientific Anglers Esox Special (48”, Knot2Kinky wire, size 3 Stay Loc)  

o Scientific Anglers Figure 8 (30”, Knot2Kinky wire, size 3 Stay Loc) 

o Scientific Anglers Toothy Fish Stealth Leader (7.5’, 80lb Fluorocarbon, size 3 Stay loc 

Flies: 

 3-10” tied on heavy wire size 2-5/0 single hooks.  

 Inline tandem single hooks on larger flies.   

 Pinch the barbs down (Better on the fish and better on you!  You will stick yourself eventually if not 
right away). 

Release Tools: 

 Large rubber coated fin saver net, rated for muskie with a deep bag 

 Quality Hook Cutters  (side cutters, dikes won’t make it to cut hooks) – Knipex 

 Long Jaw Spreaders 10”  

 Long Hook Remover or Hook Pic 

 Long needle nose pliers 

 Glove 

 Extra hooks  

 Split-ring Pliers 

 Hook Sharpeners 

Links: 

 Anglers Den Roy Utah Harmons Plaza 

 Jackson Lures - http://www.jacksonlures.com/ 

 Musky Tackle on Line (MTO) - https://www.muskytackleonline.com/ 

 Team Rhino Outdoors (TRO) - https://teamrhinooutdoors.com/  

 Thorne Bros - https://www.thornebros.com/ 

 Musky Shop - https://www.muskyshop.com/modules/web/index.php/id/1 

 Tackle Industries - https://tackleindustries.com/ 

 Bulldawg Rods - http://bulldawgrods.com/ 
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